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THE SUSTAINMENTDYNAMO REEXAMINED: NONLOCAL ELECTRICAL
OF PLASMA IN A STOCHASTIC MAGNETIC FIELD

Abram R. Jacobson and Ronald W. Moses
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamoe, Nek Mexicc 87545 USA

CONDUCTIVITY

The “plaama dynamo” la both an intriguing and a practical coacept. The
intrigue derives from attempting to explain naturally occurring and
man-made2s3 pJ.EMIMS whose strong field-aligned currents jl apparently disobey
the mst naive Ohm’s law .jI= alEU. The practical importance derives from the
dynamo’s role both in formation and in sustainment of reversed-field pinch
(RFP)2 and Spheromak3 fusion plaemas. We will examine certain feeturee of the
documented quasi-steady discharges on ZT-40M, an RFP in apparent ueedk of a
sustainment dynamo. Ue will show that the taii electrone (which carry j,) are
probably wandering (along stochastic &field lines) over much of the minor
radius in one mean-frtie-path. This will void glocal Ohm’s law$ whether
mive (ju - UHEU) or containing additional terms (such ae the <vx~>l of
nonlinear dynamo theory). Instead, we will ahow that obeerved quasi-steady
RFP aischa”ges in ZT-40M are explainable fn simple terms (f - ma) of
electron-momentum diffusion in a etochaetic field, using a stochaeticity
inferred from obeerved 7Ee. We will then present reeulte of a formal model of
this wmentuu diffusion. The model predicte the key obee~ed anomaliee of
suetained RPP behavior (excess loop resistance; slower-than-claesical current
decay) in terms of electron dynamite in a stochastic magnetic field. Absent
from our model are the usual turbulent-dymamo concepts: magnetic-helicity
conservation,mode-mode interactions, relaxation, wavenumber ceecades, etc.

Quasi-steady discharges that defy a naive Ohm’s law %hava been reported2
on ZT-40M. Their parameter regime ie low density (n ~ 2 x lo19m-3 , high
temperature (Te ~ 150 eV), and electron heat-lose time tEe = t10- s. At
moderate pinch parameter (8 ~ 1.5) theee RFP discharge show very little
poloidal varietion of the reversed toroidal field [B$(a)] apert from the
factor l/R: [ABz(a)/Bz(a)]- $ 0.1 and [ABz(a)/BO(a)] ~ 0.01. This
obeerved laminarity does not appear ?“to be consistent w th thm euetainment
d~amo’s properties seen in MHDcalculations by Sykes and lfemm,ons and by
Aydemir and Bernes,6 both of which calculations predict’~a such large-scale
poloidal as~~try that BZ(U) is not even everywhere reversed, i.e.,
[ABz(a)/Bz(a)] -1.

Recheoter and Rosenbluthg showed that a typical To
‘W

k can be driven
stochastic (i.e., ielands overlap everywhere) with (B~oca /Be) ~ 10-~ if
a wavenumber spectrum populated

11
out to klpci = i aasume~ Repeating

their exercise for a typical RFP indicates (Broca /Bo)~ ~ 10-” would
produce etochastici.ty. The point we make is that even such a level IS
undetachable, eo that Ockham’s Razor would fever stochaotici:y a- the cauoe of
obeerved, nonradiative electron heat lose (r

e
S 10-4s) in ZT-40M.

If we asaume ZT-40M&stochaetic, t en the electron heat diffuaivityg
required to cauoe Tti can be used to estimate the magn~tic fisld-lina
diffueivity D
~omr boun,t#D Krommes ~ Q.,10 sug eat

!
that thic ●.timata will be 8

1
. If we write ‘Ee—— S ● /De, the ●lectron-haat diffusivity

(with ● = 0.2 m) s De 2 4 x 10%2s-1. An upper bound10 on thm stochaaticity-
induced electron-heat diffusivityg is D s vTeDk. Ueing Te : 200 ●V so that

‘e = 6 X 106ma-1, we 86* DF= 7 x l&% ●s ● lower bound ou tha magnetic-
f~eld-line diffuaivity.

How far doe- an elmctron wander during one mean-free-path acroas
the flax eurfaces, if indeed DF s 7 x 10-%? TIM mmt probable
electron (v = v 42 s v ) has ● mean-free-path (in ● Lorentz plasma w’~h
Z=l, n=2x ‘f819m-3,0and Te = 200 ev) A. = 20 m. The mora relevant ntioer,
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though, is A averaged over j, and this can be shownll to be
A
J

z $~dj/{dj = 20 A. for a Lorentz plasma owing to the weighting of
e prathermal electrons in carrying j. U.eingA, = 400 m, we obtain an electron
wander (Ax)

4
= (2DFA )lJ2=0.3m

1
as a lower bound. ~us, in one mean-free-

path the j-w ighted e ectron rad:al wander is similar to the plasma radiusl
Consider a slab-geometry RFP with x the normal to “flux surfaces” (like r

in a cylinder). The configuration is sustained by a steady, uniform applied
E. The local magnetic-field-aligned electric field is EH(x) = EzBz(x)/B.
‘l#e average gradient length El/( aE,/ax) in an RFP will be smaller than a.
Thus in ZT-40M, tail electrons wander all over the EB-gradient in one mean-
free-path. This voids a local Ohm’s law. More importantly, it suggests that
RFP sustainment on ZT-40M may be due to export of electron field-alignrd
❑omentum from the core (where Em > jH/~u) to the outer region (where
El $ 0 < jl/uu)o

We have recently developedll a formal procedure for treating electron-
momentum export down the El-gradient. The treatment IS facilitated by some
simplifying aasumptione (none of which, though, is required for the basic
mechanism to be viable):
.
A. The plasma ie .eothermal and isodense, snd f(o)($) is a Maxwellian.
2. Slab-geometry is employed, and I*I is un?.form.
3. Coulomb scattering is approximated by electron collisions only with

massive ions (Lorentz gas).
4. The applied electric field is weak: =1 << EC. where Ec S criti.:al

(runaway) field.lz
5. L

r
<< k where LF is the (Kolmogorov)correlation lengthg and A ie the

e ectron mean-free-path.
In thase conditions we have obtainedll the followin~ results:

Firet:

Sacond:

Third:

FourEh:

The perturbation f(l)(~,x) in the electron di~tribution function is
laminar, depending on x (the normal to “flux surfaces”) but not on
y or z.
The perturbation f(l)(?,x) is purely odd in coe8 (whare 8 ie the
lngle between $ and *); this leade to export of field-aligned
momantum, but not of elect o number density, down the En-gradient.

— — – +(~x~e a Fic~~,, *w fluxThe epa~ial gradient
-De af~l~(t,x)/axp which carriee the electron momentum exported
down the E -gradient.

1For each e ectron velocity $, f(l)(;,x) is a solution of a separate
roltzmann equation:

fq;,x) - - ~ (L)’’’cosef(o)(h + 2Ao(#)~lcoeel& [DF(x)
afq+,%)

ax ].(1)
c ‘o o

The firmt term on the rhu of Eq. (1) ie the l~cal Spitzer-H8rmL3
Lorentz-gaa eolution. The eecoud term OR the rhe e tminue) the divergence of

Ithe Fick’e law flux down the epatial gradient of f l)($,x). The (v/vo)41cmOl
weighting 10 .-used by the mam-free-path’o dependence on $.

We solve Eq. (!,),with El(x) and DF(x) profilee am ~ta, at c~ch of 39
valocitiec (3 anglee, es at each of 13 ●paeda, The aolutione are
multiplied by -evcoeb and integrated d$ with

?!$
ineu to giva jl(x)o The

contrived boundary condition at the wall is ~f /a~ -0, corresponding to
sa:o momen:um ●xpore from the plasma to the wall. The !,(x) profile ehape is
●ffacted by the jl(x) reeult, becauae jl(x) controle thu magnetic field
orientation (via Ampera’e law), ●nd Al(x) - EzB=(x)/B. Thurn wa iterate the
solution of Eq. (1)s at each stap using ●n updated El(x) profile, until the
currant jl(x) matisfiee both f - ma [Eq. (l)] and Ampure’m 1*w.

The pcrametars which we may chooea arc ~oDF/a2 (characterizi~ the
●lactron wandmr) ●nd jl(0)/B (corresponding to how hard we pueh the ●y-tern).
IrI order to ccmpar~ with WP phanomenology we -y u8e By(a)/<Bz>
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(corresponding to the pinch parameter, 6) as the second parameter instead of

jM(0)/B.
A self-consistentsolution with uniform diffusivity (~oDF/a2 = 0.05) and

pinch parameter B (a)/<B > = 2.10 1S shown in Fig= 1. The El(x) profile has
the same shape as ?he Bz?x) profile. Despite the El(x) profile’s alga
reversal (at x ‘ 0.8a), the field-aligned current j,(x) is almost flat, and
never reverses sign. Th aicroacopic reason

f
for this is the spatially

diffused profiles of f 1)($,%), shown in Fig. 2. For almoet-perpe d cular
t~(cosO = 0.3) and low-speed (v/v. = 0.8) velocities, the conduction f 1 (?,x)

closely resembles EU(X) in ahape (Fig. 2, top)● However, field-a+i~ned
(COS6 = 1.0) suprathemal electrons (v/v. > 1) have more diffused f(~’(v,x)
profiles (Fig. 2, bottom).

In Fig. 3 we show the “resistive anomaly,” that is, the ratio of Ez to
jU(0)/U, where a = nominal local Ohm’s-law conductivity. Our re~istive
anomaly la understated because we do not consider electron-momentum loss to
the wall.

An “F-Q diagram” for slab geometry ie shown in Fig. 4, using varioue
spatially uniform diffuaivities ~oDF/a2. The extreme case (AoDF/a2 - ~) would
be called “fully relaxed,” and the others “partially relaxed” in dyna~
parlance. In our theory of nonlocal conductivity, however, “relaxation” plays
no tole; instead, the F-e trajectory is controlled by the range of electron
wander, measured by ~oD /a2.

fWe have also ca culated RFP states for tapered profiles of DF(x), in
which DF lb high on axla (x=O) but falls to the edge (x-a). [T’hiS DF(x)
profile may be appropriate to RFP experiments owing to the tendency of the
nearby conducting shell to reduce B -fluctuations near the edge.] We find that
the jl(x) profile responde by a~eo becoming reduced at tha edge. This may
account for the “Modified” (i.e., tapered at edge) current profiles inferred
in experiments.2

Finally, the nonlocal-conductivitymodel offers some Instght on the time
scale required for an RFT discharge to relax following a step change in some
boundary condition (e.g., toroida.’ flux or toroidal voltage): Although the
model described above is steady-state, it is clear that the jfl(x) profile can
relax no more quickly than a j-weightedelectron-ion collision time.
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